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Abstract

Web series, as one of the products in the network era, are 
different from traditional TV dramas, With the contents 
preferred by youngsters, wed series, as a form of fast food 
culture, are increasingly gaining popularity, such as being 
uploaded on online video platforms like Naver TV and Youtube. 
 This study aims to examine the characteristics of narrative 
closure and continuing serial form of Youth Web Series through 
the youth web series production company “playlist original” in 
Korea and analyze the narrative structure caused by narrative 
closure and continuing serial form and nonlinear narratives.
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1. Introduction

    With the fast-paced modern life, the demand for fragmented 
content is rapid upward. People didn’t have enough time to watch 
movie and traditional TV dramas. Therefore web series started to 
rise because of the short playing time. This study analyzes the 
narrative structure of youth web series, and I hope this study can 
provide the studied and research references for web series in the 
future. 
 
   Short-form video content based on online platforms. The 
highlighted videos editing the main contents of existing 
broadcasting contents began to provide on portal sites. A lot of 
vocabulary can describe the short-form content, such as clip 
videos, short clips, short videos, and short-form videos.1

  Web series is one of the types of short form. In addition, Web 
series can be produce in a short production time and low 
production cost of 1/6 of TV dramas, and a broadcast time is 
around 10 minutes. Usually, Web series is upload on Youtube and 
people around the world can easily watch it quickly. 

  “Narrative” is used in literary theory, history, anthropology, 
drama, art, film, and theology. Also, “narrative” means the 
reappearance of reality and creating the possibility of existence. 
According to Macintoshre(1985) narratives emphasize the basic 
principle of the “Narrative of human life” that claim the 
composition of the self.2
 

1 숏폼 콘텐츠의 시대가 도래하다, 이진, 한류NOW 2021년 1+2월호
2 MacIntyre on Personal Identity, Lia Mela, University of Patras, 2011 
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  Narrative theory is an essential narrative medium in modern 
society, and the former begins with Russian formalism and is 
related to structuralism. Tzvetan Todorov created the narrative 
word from his book” Grammaire du Decameron”. Narrative subjects 
are narrated text and poetry, academic publications, etc. The 
research subject of the narrative includes theatrical structure, 
character descriptions, and literary techniques.3

2. Body

1) Youth Web Series’s Narrative Closure and Continuing  
     Serial form

  Because of Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form of 
Youth Web Series formed networked narrative and interactive 
narratives. In Youth web series, every episode tells different 
stories of different characters and conveys a lot of story content 
in a short time. Influenced by the new internet environment and 
media era, Youth Web series follows the Narrative Closure and 
Continuing Serial form, interacts with the viewer in various 
ways, and interactive narratives.

   In the case of youth web series are produced in short form 
with the characteristics of a simple plot centered on core events 
and asegmented series-oriented. Following the elements of the 
new media era, the Youth web series used series or serial to 
make the contemporary viewer can watch the new episode and 
understand the story right away, called “recapping.” Then, to 

3 Grammairedu Decameron, Tzvetan Todorov, TheHague: Mouton, 1969 
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increase the curiosity of the audience of the youth web series, 
Youth web series always reveal a part of a new episode called 
“teaser.” 

   In addition, Youth web series uses strategies such 
as“cliffhanger” to induce the audience to the next episode by 
ending the episode when the conflict is not resolved and 
escalated or when a new conflict appears.4 Youth Web Dramas 
use 5 to 10 minutes short narrative to consist of the narrative 
closure series and one story, one episode’s continuing serial 
form.5

   In <Love playlist>, every episode describes a different story 
about the problem of university student’s love relationships and 
school life. In season 1, Episode 1<I have three male friends>, 
Episode 2<What fresh men have to be most careful of>, Episode 
3<The real reason why my boyfriend likes me>, Episode 4<What 
Happens when man and woman are just friends>, Episode 5<My 
Boyfriend;s female friend gets on my nerves> etc. Every episode 
has an independent story, and every episode’s main content is 
different. Every episode has a title; viewers can know the main 
content of the story through the Youth Wen Series’s title. 

4 Dowd, Tom, Niederman, Michael Fry,Michael & Steiff, Josef, 『Storytelling 
Across Worlds: Transmedia for Creatives and Producers』, Taylor and Francis 
Group, 2013 

5 김미라, 잠윤재, 「웹 드라마의 콘텐츠의 제작 및 서사특성에 관한 탐색적 연구 네이버TV 캐스
트 웹드라마 분석을 중심으로」,『한국언론학보 59(5), 2015.10』 p. 298-327, 한국언론학
회 
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Love Playlist Title

EP.1 I Have Three Male Friends

EP.2 What Freshman Have to Be Most Careful of

EP.3 The Real Reason Why My Boyfriend Likes Me

EP.4 What Happens When Men and Woman are Just Friends

EP.5 My Boyfriend’s Female Friend Gets on My Nerves

EP.6 Reasons Why Woman Say They Want to Break Up

EP.7 The Advantage of Drunken Confessions 

EP.8 The Process of Man Falling in Love

Special 
Episode

The Way of Lovely Couple’s Chatting

    <A-Teen> describe the story of high school life as a single 
high school filming background. The main filming background 
is a classroom and school, and <A-Teen> describes trivial events 
that may occur in school. 

A-Teen
Season1

Title

EP.1 Unordinary, in Turth, Not Wanting to Be Ordinary 

EP.2 When Someone Talks Behind My Back

EP.3 Getting Over an Ex Who Cheated on You

EP.4 I Was Asked Out During Finals

EP.5 Reason Why Friends Fight During Finals

EP.6 Reason Why It’s Scary When a Quiet One Gets 

| Table 1 | Web Drama <Love playlist>

 
| Table 2 | Web Drama <A-Teen> Season1
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EP.7 Signs That Mean He’s Into Her

EP.8 When You Feel Left Out By Your Friends

EP.9 When Close Friends Are About to Cut Ties

EP.10 When Someone Makes a Move on My Crush

EP.11 When a Man Gets Crazy Jealous

EP.12 He Makes My Heart Flutter

EP.13 I Stayed Up All Night With My Crush

EP.14 Parents That Play Favorites

EP.15 A Close Friend That I Can’t Stand

EP.16 How to Tell if a Guy Likes You

EP.17 When You Confess Your Feelings About Her

EP.18 My Closet Friend Has Lied to Me

EP.19 It Makes Me Hate You, When I Love You So Much

EP.20 When My Friend Suspects Me In Front Of Others

EP.21 My School Life is Falling Apart

EP.22 Can We Be Friends Again After Having a Big Fight?

EP.23 Unforgettable First Kiss txt

EP.24 The One and Only People in My Eighteen

Special 
Episode 

A Firiend who keeps calling me on a date

 In <Pop out boys!> describe the story of the perfect and 
handsome boyfriend every teenage girl dream of. In this youth 
web series, the gorgeous boy who came into the real world from 
the comic and the handsome boy in this drama is warm-hearted 
and considerate of the girl. <Pop out boys!> has eight episodes 
and one episode expresses one story. 
 
   The characteristic of youth web series is delivering the story 
in a short playing time, and every episode has a dependent story 
with an unconnected narrative. Because of the Narrative 
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Closure and Continuing Serial form of Youth Web Dramas, the 
viewer no need to worry about the connection of every episode, 
and they can follow the title of every episode to choose their 
favorite topic and content.

    In addition, without the main content, youth web series 
release other videos, such as advertising spin-offs or music 
videos. Youth Web series use the webisodes to consist of the 
Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form. For example, 
<Love playlist> has a special edition in season 2 and this is 
called < An Unexpected Moment I Missed My Ex After Breakup> 
and this episode includes an SNOW advertisement.

  ① Networked narrative

  Networked narrative are developed by nonlinear narrative 
structure. In 「Recent Theories of Narratives」, the Networked 
narrative structure is similar to the tree structure. The tree 
structure also has different possibilities at every point in the 
story. 6The networked narrative also has the same characteristic 
as the tree structure. The variety of Characters and storylines 
constitutes a networked narrative. The networked narrative 
began when American film theorist and writer David Bordwell 
published it. He also advocated that each activity can influence 
the other, and different characters have different plans and 
objectives in the story; therefore, the story has accidental 
connectivity, and the characters influence each other. The 
reason of use networked narratives that the intersection of 
backgrounds, characters and objects and several storylines are 

6 Wallance Martin, 『Recent Theories of Narrative』, Cormell University Press, 
1986
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dependent but complex and have certain relevance. Therefore, 
Youth Web Drama’s Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial 
form to form networked narrative. 

  A non-linear narrative structure is similar to a fragmented 
narrative. “Fragmentation“ means making a single object into a 
fragment. Short from‘s “Screen consciousness“ and “Fragmented 
narratives“ transform into a multidimensional cycle, not a 
simple single process in the process of appreciation. 

   It seems that youth web series always use networked 
narratives. It breaks through the traditional linear narrative with 
various themes, three of more than three main characters to 
satisfy the viewer‘s experience of watching web series. In 
<A-Teen>, <Love Playlist>, every episode tells different 
character‘s story. In web series <Love Playlist>, every episode‘s 
ending part has one sentence to convey the main theme of the 
story. For example, in episode 14‘s ending part of <Love playlist 
season 4> , you see one sentence that “the major of love“ 
required communication. “ In <Love Playlist>, <A-Teen> and 
<Pop out boys!> that you can discover the main topic and story 
theme in the episode‘s name and at the end of each episode. 
It said that the networked narrative's characteristic is expanded 
with realistic sentences. It seems that there are two types of tree 
structures according to the theory of tree structure of literary 
scholar Martin Wallance. One is a story that unfolds from 
beginning to end. In the tree structure, episodes are basic 
elements of the story and event link with response. It is Martin 
Wallace’s argument that youth web series are not as closely 
connected as dramas, but that the story is narrated in units of 
episodes that constructed networked narratives. 
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  ② Interactive narrative

  According to the theory discussed in Martin Wallance’s book 
「Recent Theories of Narratives」, Interactive narratives are based 
on comments written by viewer. Viewer can left the comments 
about their feeling of the story content and other viewer can 
read the comment and they may have different felling after read 
the viewer’s comment.7
   In addition, According to the concept of the non linear 
narrative and Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form of 
Youth Web Series, it is possible to viewer‘s participation 
without understand the story content and order. 

| Picture 1 | Martin Wallace’s Communication concept

  Picture 1 is a complex communication model created by 
Martin Wallace. Martin Wallace‘s communication theory refers 
to the “address-message-addresser“ being mirrored by the 
“author-message-reader“ of narrative communication, whereas 
the “writer“ should be “temporary writer“, “dramatized writer“ 

7 Wallance Martin, 『Recent Theories of Narrative』, Cormell University Press, 
1986
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and “dramatized narrative“. Two characteristics could be 
discovered through Martin Wallace‘s concept. It was pointed out 
that new novel influenced by the concept of communication 
and changed from plot to point of view. Web Drama‘s 
interactive narratives is the same concept with Martin Wallace‘s 
communication theory.

   Following the non-linear narratives and the characteristics of 
the decentralization of the internet in the new media era, the 
mainstream cultural consciousness is differentiated, and the 
new message method is fragmented, diversified, and forms an 
unstable pluralistic entity. Under the fragmented environment, 
People can easy to enjoy the short form on Youtube, Instagram, 
and Naver TV. Also Youth Wed Dramas have superficial 
meanings and form a post-modern narrative.8

| Picture 2 | <Love Playlist> EP.3 Youtube video information

   In the video information of <Love Playlist>, an interaction 
with the viewer that always ask the viewer to leave the comment 
with the part of they could sympathize with. Also, you can see 
the famous scenses by time in the video information of each 
episode of the youth web drama. 

8 邓若倓, 屏媒时代影像互动叙事的概念范畴与潜力环节, 2014.11.05.
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  In the video information of every episode of <Love Playlist>, 
<A-Teen> and <Man and Woman> , Viewers can follow the word 
of famous scenes by time to see the scene they are curious 
about first. Each episode’s question and main keyword are 
always shown on video information. So that viewers can answer 
the question or leave comments, Youth web series producers 
can read the comment and edit the web drama’s content, and 
the producer can realize what content the viewer likes to watch 
for changing the story content. Because every episode of the 
story’s Youth Web Series’s playtime is short and the Narrative 
Closure and Continuing Serial form that producer can create 
more content that viewers like to watch and don't need to 
consider about the story connectivity issues. 

2) The characteristic of Youth Web Series

  With the convenience and development of the internet, 
people have many ways to appreciate art. The three main 
characteristics of the narrative of youth web dramas are fantasy 
elements, narration and communication texts, and polychronic 
viewing. In addition, those three main characteristics constitute 
the form of Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form. 

  ① Fantasy elements

  Chatman divided the narrative structure should be include 
story elements and discource elements. A Youth Web Series 
adapted from animation that Youth Web Series needs to keep 
the Anima's dialogue to transmit the story content. Also, During 
the development of new media era, An Youth Web Series 
adapted from the animation that, we can find that content of 
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the story was added, omitted, and changed to match the 
preferences of young people and the new media environment. 
The primary means of expression in the narrative of youth web 
dramas, such as omission, repetition, and reversal of events, are 
the same as elements of the original narrative structure of the 
web-toon.

  French literary theorist Tzvetan Todorov defined fantasy 
literature by publishing the famous book <Introductiona la 
literature fantastique>. In his <Theory of the Fantastic>, fantasy 
is the simultaneous existence of two dimensions of truth and 
imagination. In addition, the essence of fantasy is the 
connection between reality and imagination and fantasy is 
defined as a moment of hesitation between belief and disbelief 
in the supernatural. It also can be defined as a form of weak 
culture. The readers or viewers who watch the Youth web 
drama or web-toon that they need to consider whether they 
want to accept the world or define it as fiction. In the hesitation 
of this situation, the success or failure of fantasy is determined 
by the reader or viewer becoming accustomed to the 
supernatural logic.9
 
 However, post-modern rationalism did not allow the mythical 
imagination that went against rationality and logic. In addition, 
the cognitive system now can't be explained fantasy as worse 
than reality. However, the researchers in fantasy claim that 
fantasy is the result of human intentional, conscious action, and 
it is s strategy for resolving human instinctual desires. Youth 
Wen Drama's fantasy element differs from traditional drama and 

9 Grinning Gremlin, “A Brief Overview of Txvetan Todorov's Theory of the 
Fantastic“, <Owlcation>, 2016.08.01.
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film's fantasy elements. The characters' fantasy scenes in the 
Youth Web Series always break the linear narrative.

   On the other hand, the traditional drama and film's fantasy 
elements always help viewers to realize the story and do not 
break the linear narrative. Still, Youth Web Drama's fantasy 
scenes are different. Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial 
form of Youth Web Drama causes the story to stop and add the 
fantasy scenes to increase interest in the story. 

  According to Oettingen's (1996) fantasy realization theory, 
individuals seem to use fantasy to stimulate reality. According 
to the study of fantasy realization theory by Oettingen (1996), 
individuals who use fantasy to stimulate reality in daily life and 
use fantasy to distance themselves from daily activities can 
easily experience the fantasy narrative. Through the 
descriptions, viewers can feel engaged and have a clear feeling 
being conveyed.10

   And, Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form lead 
people can relieving stress in a short leisure time. Fantasy 
scenes unrelated to daily activities and include the comedy 
elements. And through the fantastic scenes of the Youth Web 
Drama’s characters. Fantasy scenes satisfy young people's 
fantasies about love relationship. 

    There are also fantastic scenes in <A-Teen> and <Love 
Playlist> according to <Fantasy Literary Theory>. There are a lot 

10 Nuri WULANDARI, Reza A. NASUTION, Yusarifah SULESTARRINI, 「The Role 
of Narrative Transportation in Web Series as Branded Entertainment」, 
『Journal of Asian Finance, Economics and Business Vol7 No11』, 2020, 
p.439-447
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of fantastic scenes about dating and worries about 10s and 20s 
love relationship. 

| Picture 3 | <A-Teen> EP.3 sense

  In episode 3 <How to deal with an ex who cheated on me> 
of <A-Teen>, the female protagonist looks at the part-timer 
occasionally, and the female protagonist thinks the part-timer 
is handsome. Then the fantasy sense showed the female 
protagonist's fascinated expression, and the female protagonist 
imagined part timer giving her a heart gesture. In Youth Web 
Drama, the Fantasy sense doesn't help the plot development. 
Still, the fantasy sense can satisfy a girl's fantasies about a 
handsome man or a perfect love relationship. 

| Picture 4 | <Love Playlist Season 2> EP.11 sense
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  In Episode 11 of <Love Playlist Season 2>, There was one 
scene the female protagonist was thinking about her plans for 
her first trip with her boyfriend. She is thinking about how the 
first love experience will occur. In addition, 20s girls should be 
with this sense of the first love experience with their boyfriend. 

  ② Narration and communication texts

  A Youth Wed Drama produced as a short video has an average 
running time is around 10 minutes per episode. Comparatively, 
the story of one episode of a TV drama corresponds to one 
season of a web drama. 

  The Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form of Youth 
Web Series causes one story to change to fragment images and 
connect loosely. Narration and monologue seem most effective 
in explaining the story in a short playing time. Nonetheless, 
Youth Web Drama can use monologue to run around one 
episode content. It is different between Tv Drama and Movie 
monologue sense Because TV Dramas only use monologue to 
explain what characters think about but always use monologue 
for one sense. Also, Youth Web Drama uses narration to 
connect the protagonist's fantastic and realistic sense and to 
weaken the sudden interruption of the story. At the same time, 
the average youth web drama running time is around 15 
minutes, and each episode has a different story. The main 
content needs to be delivered quickly and clearly with a 
monologue to convey the story content. 

  To maintain narrative completeness, Youth Web Drama needs 
to express the story content clearly and thoughts with a 
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monologue to reveal the explanation of the situation and the 
character's thinking during the narrative development. The 
narration consists of solipsism and soliloquy. In addition, the 
character's interior monologue is a literary expression of the 
character's mental consciousness. The narration seems to be a 
significant meaning and essential element for character creation 
in drama and image. Excellent narration expresses the 
character's inner thoughts and helps the audience to understand 
the story. 11

  The book 『Recent Theories of Narratives』 explains that the 
event can't explain the story clearly at times. If the story needs 
to explain the character's feelings that it needs monologue and 
dialogue, it has limitations in conveying the emotion of the 
characters. In the case of Youth Web Drama, there is a time 
limit of one episode due to the Narrative Closure and 
Continuing Serial form. Therefore, monologue is the fastest and 
simplest method to explain the character's inner feelings. 
Because dialogue can't express the past sense of nature and the 
use of fragmentation narratives can break the causal 
relationship.12

 

11 “내레이션”, 국립국어원 https://stdict.korean.go.kr/search/searchResult.do (검색일: 
2022.03.10)

12 Wallance Martin, 『Recent Theories of Narrative』, Cormell University Press, 
1986 
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| Picture 5 | <Love Playlist Season 1> EP.3 sense

  
  In the love playlist season 1 – Episode 3, the women ask her 
boyfriend, “why do you like me?” The male protagonist explains 
why he loves the female protagonist in a monologue. In 
addition, The male protagonist likes the female protagonist 
eating food and thinks the female protagonist is cute when 
taking a picture through the monologue and fragment sense to 
explain the situation. This Episode has exceeded 3 million views 
on Youtube. Many 20s young people agree with it through the 
monologue and fragment sense of why the male likes the 
woman. 
 
   This Episode conveys a man‘s inner feelings through the 
monologue. They also express a man falling in love with a 
woman at which moment. Since the Narrative Closure and 
Continuing Serial form, there is no connection between 
sequence and sequence. 
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| Picture 6 | <Pop-out Boy!> EP.5 sense

  
  Due to the Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form of 
Youth Web Series, the story must be omitted to match the 
playing time of each episode. In the 5th episode of <Pop-out 
Boy!>, the situation explains the male protagonist sleeping all 
day for three days of exam through only three sentence 
monologue. 
 
   Traditional dramas want to convey the plot's content, and 
Traditional Drama always explains the concept and main 
content through one event. But, Youth Web Series has such a 
short playing time that difficult to describe one event clearly 
and in detail. Therefore, Web Series always uses monologue to 
express the character's feelings. 

  In addition, Youth Web Series uses monologue with music 
that is different from Traditional Drama. And, as a characteristic 
of Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form, the narration 
and background music weaken the sense of interruption 
situation, and the music leads the monologue sense look more 
comfortable, and the connection between scene and scene can 
be more smooth conversion. 

  On the other hand, the image of the character in the web 
drama is more vivid. In traditional drama, the character's 
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feelings, significant events, and past events must take a long 
time to express. On the contrary, Youth Web Series can use 
monologue to explain the story content directly and lead the 
audience to no need to analyze the story content. The audience 
can realize the story content instantly with the monologue. It 
is possible to quickly develop through compression with the 
characteristics of the youth web drama in the Narrative Closure 
and Continuing Serial form.  

  Vilem Flusser divided texts into communicative texts and 
expressionistic texts according to the nature of meaning 
transmission. While communicative texts can convey meaning 
and convey a single, clear message, leading all readers to 
understand the same interpretation, but expressionist texts 
convey a temporary and varied message. They can be 
understood with different interpretations depending on the 
reader.13

  Youth Web Series explains the daily life of young people, and 
Youth Web Series is a mixture of communication and 
expressionistic texts. Web Series seem to use a lot of 
communicative text and express a story in a short time. In some 
cases, the contents of the story are conveyed through text 
message and SNS’s post which teenagers and 20s like to use. 

13 이진, 「숏폼 동영상 콘텐츠의 유형 연구」, 『인문콘텐츠, 58』，2020년 9월, 
p.121-139쪽
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| Picture 7 | <Love Playlist Season 4> EP.9 sense

  

   In the 9th episode of <Love Playlist Season 4>, the story of 
what student doing at tthe exam period through KaokaTalk to 
convey the main content. They were not studying during the 
exam period and were watching web dramas and web-toons. 
This episode was delivered as fun through the main character’s 
group message. At the same time, some behaviors university 
students do during the exam period. Using communication text 
can convey the story more quickly and clearly about how 
university students spend their time on exams. Due to the 
characteristics of Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form, 
it conveys the test life of university students through message 
text and the story quickly. 

   ③ Polychronic viewing

    Viewers of web dramas, according to snack culture, when 
people finish work and go home by public transportation, they 
always watch SNS or short videos habitually. Also, people will 
watch Web Drama and view SNS and other sites at the same 
time. 

  Traditional dramas are expressed on a single screen because 
they are viewed on TV and in cinema. 14The single screen 
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mainly developed one event with one image and frame. 
However, while using a smart phone, users can watch web 
dramas and do other things by opening another app on the 
smart phone. 
 
   However, while using a smart phone, users can watch web 
dramas and do other things such as browsing Facebook or 
Instagram by opening another window on the smart phone. 
Instead of Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form of 
Youth Web Drama, you can also watch the news and social 
media and the youth web drama at the same time. Due to the 
Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form, the viewers can 
understand the story even if they miss a part of a sense. Also, 
they can skip a part of sense and watch the middle part or 
ending part they want to watch. Because of Narrative Closure 
and Continuing Serial form, even if you don't know the story's 
beginning, you can still watch the ending part, which weakens 
the story's connection. 

  Also, regarding the way of watch TV, Bryce(1987) defined 
"monochronic viewing", which only watches TV after work and 
watch TV as monochronic viewing that no strict schedule and 
doing other thing with watch video is “polychronic viewing”. 15

  At this point, Youth Web Series is polychronic viewing because 
we usually watch Youth Web Drama during use public 
transportation and snack time. Therefore, Web Drama focuses 
on improvisation, fun, and enjoyment. The detail of the story, 

14 주헌식, 「영상미디어 형태 분류에 따른 화면 분할에 관한 연구」, 『디지텔산업정보학회 
논문 지 제11권 제2호』131-139쪽 , 2015년 6월 

15 김미라, 장윤재, 「웹드라마 콘텐츠의 제작 및 서사특성에 관한 탐색적 연구(네이버TV 캐스
트 웹드라 마 분석을 중심으로」, 『한국언론학보 59(5)』, 2015년 10월, 298-321쪽
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reality, and continuity are unimportant in Youth Web Drama. 

  The viewer can't understand the continuous of web dramas but 
can feel relaxed at snack time. Youth Web Drama is different 
from TV drama and other Web Dramas. Because Youth Web 
Drama's primary viewers are 10s and 20s young people who 
enjoy the snack culture and like short videos similar to TikTok 
and Instagram videos that Instagram and TikTok's video reflect 
their daily life, also, they have a rich material life. Their lives 
are diverse, so they don't like focusing on a story for a long 
time. They want to do a lot of things at the same time. Then, 
they can watch Web Drama, leave a comment, and 
communicate with other viewers in real-time.  

3. Conclusion

  The rapid development of the short form reflects the cultural 
consumption demand of the public and is also an important 
product of technological development. Youth Web Series can be 
observed that the narrative structure and characteristics differ 
from traditional dramas due to the Narrative Closure and 
Continuing Serial form. 

 Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form, networked 
narrative, and interactive narrative lead Youth Web Series have 
a different narrative structure from TV Drama. According to 
Narrative Closure and Continuing Serial form of Web Series, It’s 
not just about the central event and an event that can be 
completed to the diverse story and one episode to explain the 
story. 
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  In addition, due to the nonlinear narrative structure, Youth 
Web Series have a significant characteristic of decentration that 
develops the narrative structure and emphasizes concurrency 
and placement factors. On the other hand, the networked 
narratives of youth web dramas are defined as networked 
narratives of fragmentation, characteristics such as various 
themes and Narrative Closure, and Continuing Serial form in 
which three or more main characters talk differently in each 
episode. In addition, the narrative characteristics of youth web 
drama can be divided into nonlinear narrative structures; the 
use of narration and communication text and interactive 
narratives have been seen through the fantasy elements of 
Youth Web Drama. Due to the Narrative Closure and Continuing 
Serial form, Web dramas have various elements of narrative 
characteristics and have a different narrative structure than 
Youth Web Drama.
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요약문

단막극 형태로 서사가 종결되는
청춘 웹 드라마의 내러티브 연구

목 윙 섬

마피아컴퍼니 글로벌 마케팅

변    혁

성균관대학교 영상학과 교수
*

웹 드라마는 인터넷 시대의 산물이라고 한다. 웹 드라마는 전통 텔레비
전 드라마와는 다른 10대와 20대 젊은이들이 선호하는 일상적인 내용을 
통해 인기를 끌고 주목을 받았다. 스낵 컬처로 인하여 많은 온라인 영상 
플랫폼이 웹 드라마를 제작하기 시작했다. 웹 드라마는 스낵 컬처의 영향
으로 서사가 종결되는 단막극 형태를 사용하고, 전통 텔레비전 드라마의 
선형구조와 다른, 줄거리와 서사가 종결되는 단막극 형태의 영향을 받아 
전통 텔레비전 드라마와는 다른 특성을 가진다.

본 연구는 한국에서 가장 큰 청춘 웹 드라마 제작회사 《플레이리스트 오
리지널》의 청춘 웹 드라마를 통하여 서사가 종결되는 단막극 형태로 구성
되는 청춘 웹 드라마의 특성을 살펴보고 청춘 웹 드라마의 서사가 종결되
는 단막극 형태와 비선형 내러티브로 인해 나타나는 서사구조를 분석하고
자 한다.

Keywords
웹 드라마, 청춘 웹 드라마, 웹 드라마의 서사구조, 내러티브, 숏폼, 한
국 청춘 웹 드라마, 청춘 웹 드라마의 특성
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